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Chapter 2570

What’s the difference from the act of stealing clothes while people were practicing?

“This one”

Being questioned face to face, Mark was actually a little embarrassed.

He touched his head and smiled.

“Senior, I am also in self-protection, and I have no choice but to hurt you.”

“You are powerful. If I took the ice spirit fruit and left directly, I would be chased and
killed by you soon.”

“In order to be foolproof, I can only hurt you first to increase my chances of success.”

“I promise, I really only made this out of self-protection, and I never meant to kill you.”

“If I really want to kill you, that palm will not hit you on your chest, but on your head.”

“Shut up for me!” Mark was still talking. At this time, the woman in black realized that she
had been attacked by this shameless bastard before, and she was even more
embarrassed.

However, after hearing Mark’s explanation, the anger in her heart really faded a bit.

This bastard has some conscience.

Otherwise, if he really wanted to kill himself just now, she would never spare him.

“Hey~”

“It seems that this battle is inevitable.”

“Life and death are fateful, wealth is in heaven.”

“Sir, do it.”



Hearing the angry tone of the person in front of him, Mark knew what was happening
today and could no longer be kind.

There is no choice but to World War I!

At that time, Mark’s eyebrows gradually became cold.

The whole body was condensed, and in the veins, infinite power began to gather and
rush.

The whole person is like a bow full of strings.

It can explode at any time, a fatal blow.

However, just when Mark was ready to fight to the death, what he didn’t even dream of
was that the black-clothed woman on the opposite side turned around and waved his
hand: “Before I changed my mind, bring ice Lingguo, get out of me immediately!”

“Just as if I didn’t catch up with you today.”

Although the resentment still remained in her heart, she decided to let Mark leave with
the treasure.

Hey~

I don’t know what kind of evil I have done in this life, but I even met such shameless
bastards.

The woman in black turned her back to him, and she looked upset.

She has always been elegant and refined, but her tone of voice was somewhat helpless
and angry.

“Huh?”

Mark was stunned immediately.

For a moment, he thought he had misheard his ears.

“This ice spirit fruit, you really don’t want it?”

Mark felt that the woman in front of him was crazy.

This is a thousand-year-old ice spirit fruit, a treasure that can never be met.

Any one is enough to stir up the martial arts of the world and make countless titled
powerhouses fight desperately.



But now, when the opponent is superior in strength, she even lets herself take it away.

something wrong.

There must be a problem.

“Are you afraid that there is a conspiracy?”

After hesitating for a while, Ye Fanjue’s opponent was deceiving himself, suddenly
suspicious.

“Hurry up and get out?”

“No more nonsense, I will kill you with one sword!”

The black-robed woman was almost mad, her jade feet stomped, her silver teeth
clenched under her veil.

I kindly let him go, but he was fine, and he doubted that he was calculating him.

This bastard really thought everyone in the world was as shameless as him.

Amid the anger, the black robe woman’s sleeve robe waved immediately.

The wind and sand are everywhere, and the fallen leaves are flying.

A one-by-one practice was played immediately and swept Tianhe.

In the hunting wind, Mark, who was full of consternation, still looked at the dark shadow
in front of him in doubt.

Under the swaying black robe, it was difficult to hide the exquisite and graceful figure of
the other party.

Even if the face is covered with a light veil, it can’t hide the face of the opponent’s
Qingcheng.

Chapter 2571

It’s been a long time, it’s the first time Mark looked at the person in front of him so close.

Her cold temperament, her graceful body.

Mark only discovered at this time that the figure in front of him gave him an extremely
familiar feeling.



Until, the black-clothed woman in front of her slowly overlapped with the graceful and
luxurious figure in the Chu family’s old house.

Boom~

At that moment, it was as if there was thunder in Mark’s mind, and it exploded.

Mark’s eyebrows trembled, his eyes suddenly tightened, and he immediately lost his
voice: “Are you you?”

“Aftermath?!”

Mark’s words contained joy and surprise beyond words.

Unexpectedly, she was finally recognized by the bastard Mark.

This time, Yu Yun no longer hides it.

Turning around, he took off his veil.

And at the moment when the after-rhyme light yarn fell, it was just like a peerless noble
peony, blooming in this wind and rain.

Her beauty is a kind of dusty and refined beauty.

It is a kind of graceful and luxurious beauty.

The stunning face of Qingcheng almost eclipsed this sun and moon.

Even Mark was in a trance under Yu Yun’s beauty.

But soon, Mark’s delicate face was replaced by an inexplicable surprise.

“Yu Yun, it really is you.”

“I should have thought of it long ago.”

“In this world, there is no one else with such a powerful woman besides your Yuyun.”

“Haha~”

“long time no see.”

Mark smiled again and again.

After learning that the woman in front of her was really a lingering rhyme.



In Mark’s eyes, her strange behavior just now became lovely instantly.

Although this woman looks like an unkind, cold look, she is actually quite lovely in her
heart.

Thinking of all the things before, Mark’s smile was undoubtedly even worse.

“I would rather never see you again in this life.”

Yu Yun replied coldly, her stunningly pretty face still carrying a faint anger.

Obviously, she was still working on Mark’s sneak attack on her, and her grievances
were still there.

In fact, she should have recognized Mark long ago, after all, this bastard would do such
shameless things in the world.

At the beginning, under the Tang Sect, this shameless person stole her clothes in order
to grab the dragon body.

This time, in order to grab the ice spirit fruit, attacked her chest!

Yu Yun really doubted whether she owed this bastard in her previous life, anyway, every
time she met him, it would be no good.

“alright, alright.”

“Do not be mad.”

“I didn’t know it was you?”

“If I knew it was you, not only would I not disturb your practice, but I would also protect
you by the side.”

“So, all of this is a misunderstanding.”

“Furthermore, what are you doing with a good-looking mask? Why do you think you are
ugly and dare not see people?”

Mark explained there, trying to calm Yu Yun’s emotions.

However, it was okay for this guy to be uncomfortable. As soon as he calmed down, Yu
Yun’s anger rose again.

“Shut up if you can’t speak!”

Yu Yun wanted to teach this bastard again.



But as soon as she raised her hand, she was held by Mark.

The touch and temperature on Mark’s palm made Yu Yun feel a little frightened.

She tried to break free, but she didn’t succeed.

“sorry.”

“Since this ice spirit fruit belongs to you, give it back to you.”

“It’s always a matter of first-come, first-come.”

While speaking, Mark returned the ice spirit fruit he had previously stolen to Yu Yun
again.

Yu Yun didn’t accept it, and withdrew his arm from Mark’s hand: “I never regret what I
have said.”
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